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Flexible Assimilation of Human’s Target for
Versatile Human-robot Physical Interaction
Atsushi Takagi*, Yanan Li*, Member, IEEE , and Etienne Burdet, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Recent studies on the physical interaction between humans have revealed their ability to read the partner’s motion plan and
use it to improve one’s own control. Inspired by these results, we develop an intention assimilation controller (IAC) that enables a
contact robot to estimate the human’s virtual target from the interaction force, and combine it with its own target to plan motion. While
the virtual target depends on the control gains assumed for the human, we show that this does not affect the stability of the
human-robot system, and our novel scheme covers a continuum of interaction behaviours from cooperation to competition. Simulations
and experiments illustrate how the IAC can assist the human or compete with them to prevent collisions. We demonstrate the IAC’s
advantages over related methods, such as faster convergence to a target, guidance with less force, safer obstacle avoidance and a
wider range of interaction behaviours.
Index Terms—Physical human-robot interaction, intention assimilation, interaction control.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, “contact robots” have been devel-
oped that work in physical interaction with a human, such
as for surgery [1] or neuro-rehabilitation [2]. Collaborative
robots also physically interact with human workers in order
to carry out tasks that are hard or costly to automate such
as in construction [3]. In view of the benefits observed in
physical interactions between humans [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12], a contact robot knowing the human
operator’s motion intention could improve the interaction
and performance. Extensive effort has been devoted to de-
veloping estimation of the human intention during physical
interaction (see [13] for a review). In [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
a discrete set of possible goals, states or motion primitives
are prescribed and human motion intention is defined as
one of them. These approaches require prior knowledge of
a task and the estimated human motion intention is subject
to various limitations. In [19], [20], [21], human motion
intention is estimated based on various computational mod-
els of human behaviours, which need to be trained with
offline demonstrations and data. In [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],
human motion intention is defined as the human position
in the future and thus can provide continuous prediction
of human movement. These approaches are usually based
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on a model of human movement whose parameters are
required to be estimated accurately. While the approach in
this paper uses a similar definition of human intention i.e.,
continuously predicted future position, it does not require
an accurate estimate of the “real” human intention, and thus
relaxes the strong assumptions about the human model or
their movement.
When the human’s intention can be estimated, the robot
control can be designed to either assist the human’s move-
ment [27], [28], [29] or resist it [30], [31]. While a leader-
follower framework is widely adopted to allow a human
user to guide a robot, researches have been focused on
making the robot’s following proactive using estimated
human intention [32]. However, robots do not always have
to follow or even cooperate with a human. Shared control
between them can be benefited by adjusting their roles
according to changing task objectives and their respective
advantages [33], [34], [35]. Our previous studies [36], [37],
[38] have shown how robots without a predefined role
can adapt their control to the human’s behaviour in or-
der to improve task performance and minimize effort. A
systematic taxonomy of roles to analyse and implement
shared control between a robot and the human has been
proposed in [39]. Furthermore, an antagonistic robot may be
desirable in many scenarios [40]. For instance, rehabilitation
robots may deliberately challenge the trainee by amplifying
their movement errors to improve the outcomes of physical
therapy [31]. In robot-aided surgery, it may be desirable for
the teleoperated robot to overpower a surgeon’s action to
avoid slicing a vital organ that the surgeon overlooked.
In this paper we develop a unified framework that can
continuously change the robot’s interactive behavior from
assistance to competition, and which does not rely on an
accurate estimate of the human’s control unlike [38].
The major differences between the intention assimilation
controller (IAC) introduced in this paper and other interac-
tion schemes in the literature are threefold. First, the IAC
does not depend on an accurate estimate of the human’s
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control, which cannot be identified on simple trajectories
[10], [38], and may require strong assumptions about the
human model or their movement [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], or
additional sensing modalities not equipped by most robots
[41]. Second, the IAC provides a continuous spectrum of
interaction behaviours from assistance to competition that
is determined by an open parameter. In comparison, other
schemes focus either on cooperation [7], [33], [37], [42],
[43] or competition [30], [31], or switch between these two
extreme behaviours. Third, the IAC relies on the prediction
of the human’s target trajectory (not merely on their cur-
rent state as in [33]) to determine its behaviour, so it can
provide motion guidance with less force and safer obstacle
avoidance.
Sections II and III describe how the IAC uses a predic-
tion of the human’s virtual target trajectory to determine
the robot’s behaviour. Section IV examines the stability
of the human-robot system in the continuous spectrum
of behaviours from cooperation to competition. Section V
demonstrates the flexibility offered by the virtual target,
showcasing some interaction scenarios alongside a compari-
son with existing interaction schemes. Through simulations
and experiments on a robotic interface, we first test a sce-
nario where the IAC interacts with a human to reduce their
effort during cooperative manipulation. We then examine
a scenario where an antagonistic IAC competes against the
human to prevent a collision with an unforeseen obstacle.
2 HUMAN-ROBOT SYSTEM DYNAMICS
We consider a task where a robot gripper and a human
hand manipulate a rigid object together. For simplicity, we
assume that there is no relative motion between the robot
gripper, human hand and object, and the object is a point
mass. Considering only linear motion, the common object
manipulation has dynamics
Mo ẍ + Go = f + uh (1)
where x(t) ∈ R3 is the object’s position, f(t) and uh(t) are
forces applied on the object by the robot and the human,
respectively. Mo ∈ R3×3 is the mass matrix and Go ∈ R3 is
the gravitational force, which can be expanded as follows:








where mo is the object’s mass and 13 the 3×3 identity
matrix.
The dynamics of the n−degrees-of-freedom robot are
described in joint space as
Mq(q) q̈ + Cq(q, q̇) q̇ +Gq(q) = τq − JT(q)f (3)
where q ∈ Rn is the robot’s joint coordinate and τq ∈ Rn
is the control input. J(q) ∈ R3×n is the Jacobian matrix.
M(q) ∈ Rn×n is the robot’s inertia matrix, C(q, q̇)q̇ ∈ Rn the
Coriolis and centrifugal torque, G(q) ∈ Rn the gravitational
torque. The dynamics in (3) can be transformed to the
robot’s operational space:
Mrẍ+ Crẋ+Gr = u− f (4)
where the robot’s position x is the same as the object’s
position in Eq. (1), and u = J†T (q)τq is the robot’s control
input with J†(q) as the pseudo inverse of J(q). Mr , Cr
and Gr are the robot’s inertia, Coriolis, centrifugal and





†T (q) [C(q, q̇)−M(q) J†(q) J̇(q)] J†(q)
Gr = J
†T (q)G(q) . (5)
From Eqs. (1) and (4), we obtain the combined dynamics
of the object and the robot as
Mẍ+ Cẋ+G = u+ uh , (6)
M ≡Mo +Mr , G ≡ Go +Gr , C ≡ Cr .
where the arguments of M , C and G are omitted for
convenience of analysis. We note that the inertia matrix M
is symmetric and positive definite and 2C−Ṁ is a skew-
symmetric matrix if C is in the Christoffel form [44] thus
ρT(2C−Ṁ)ρ = 0 ∀ρ ∈ R3. (7)
This property will be used in later stability analysis.
It is assumed that the robot has information about its
local environment and has measurement of the system
position, velocity and the human force, all subject to mea-
surement noise. Therefore, we use a robot controller with
gravity compensation and linear feedback
u = G− L1(x− τ)− L2 ẋ (8)
where τ is the robot’s target position, L1 and L2 are the
gains corresponding to position error and velocity, which
can be interpreted as stiffness and viscosity matrices [45].
The gravity matrix G can be identified (beforehand) using
adaptive control [46].
Furthermore, (assuming that the human arm dynamics
are compensated separately,) we model the force that the
human hand applies to the object as
uh = −Lh,1(x− τh)− Lh,2 ẋ (9)
where Lh,1 and Lh,2 are the human control gains and τh
is the human’s target position. This model indicates how
the human aims to move to their target position by using
a feedback controller, and it will be used for the robot’s
estimation of the human’s target. Therefore, the proposed
method in this paper is subject to the validity of this model,
as will be verified in experiments with human participants.
By substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (6), we obtain the
closed-loop system dynamics
Mẍ+(C+L2 +Lh,2)ẋ+(L1 +Lh,1)x = L1τ+Lh,1τh (10)
As the inertia matrix and the human’s controller gains Lh,1
and Lh,2 are assumed to be positive definite, the closed-loop
system Eq. (10) is stable if L1 and L2 are chosen such that
C + L2 + Lh,2 and L1 + Lh,1 are positive definite [47].
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3 ASSIMILATION OF THE HUMAN’S INTENTION
3.1 Estimation of human’s target
To realize various interaction behaviours, the robot needs
to know the human’s target position τh. Here, we assume
that the human’s control input uh is measured using a
force sensor subject to measurement noise. To simplify the
notation, we describe the estimation of the human’s target
in one dimension, which can be extended to 3 dimensions.
Can τh be estimated using uh? According to Eq. (9), τh
can be calculated if the human’s control gains Lh,1 and
Lh,2 are known. It is possible to simultaneously identify
the human target τh and control gains Lh,1 and Lh,2, but
this requires a sufficiently “rich” trajectory x meeting the
persistent excitation (PE) condition [48]. However, simple
tasks do not involve such a rich trajectory [10]. Therefore,
we want to develop an alternative approach that does not
require an estimation of the human’s control gains, by using
the “virtual” target that results from assuming arbitrary
values for these gains.
We notice that the human’s effect on the system dynam-
ics is determined solely through uh, no matter what internal
model it is based on. Therefore, the calculation of the virtual
target τvh would be effective in assessing the human’s effect
on the system dynamics if it satisfies
uh = −Lvh,1(x− τvh )− Lvh,2 ẋ . (11)
How should the virtual human control gains Lvh,1 and L
v
h,2
be selected? They could be estimated from the neurome-
chanics of each user [49]. Alternatively, one may use some
average values measured from many people, or the same
values as the robot’s controller gains i.e., Lvh,1 ≡ L1, Lvh,2 ≡
L2.




where θT is the transpose of the parameter vector that
determines τvh and
φ = [1, t, . . . , tm]T (13)
with m the order of the virtual target τvh . This model means
that the virtual target can be any time-dependent trajectory.
For example, τvh = p indicates a target position at p and
τvh = p + vt a trajectory starting at position p and moving
with velocity v.
By using the state vector ϕ ≡ [x, ẋ, θT , uh]T , we com-
bine the system dynamics in Eq. (6) and the above internal










where ν ∈ N(0, E[ν νT ]) is system noise.
By assuming that the robot can measure its endpoint
position and velocity as well as the interaction force with









+ µ ≡ Hϕ+ µ , H ≡
[
1 1 0 1
]
(15)
where µ ∈ N(0, E[µµT ]) is measurement noise.
Since τvh and thus θ in Eq. (12) are unknown, the follow-
ing system observer is developed to compute the robot’s










ûh = −Lvh,1(x−τ̂h)− Lvh,2ẋ
ẑ = Hϕ̂, τ̂h = θ̂
Tφ (16)
whereˆstands for the estimate of the corresponding variable
and the linear quadratic estimation (LQE) gain K can be
calculated as
K = PHTR−1 (17)
P is a positive definite matrix obtained by solving the
Riccati equation
PAT +AP − PHTR−1HP +Q = Ṗ , (18)
with the noise covariance matrices Q ≡ E[ννT ] and R ≡
E[µµT ].A is the system matrix obtained by bringing Eq. (14)
in the form





















0 1 0 0
0 −M−1C 0 M−1
0 0 0 0
0 −Lvh,1+ Lvh,2M−1C Lvh,1φ̇ −Lvh,2M−1

 (19)
where the second row is from Eq. (6), and the last row is
obtained by differentiating Eq. (11) and substituting Eqs. (6)
and (12). WithA andH in Eq. (15), it is evident that all states
are observable with the exception of θ.
3.2 Intention Assimilation Robot
Eq. (10) shows that the actual position x is determined by
the robot’s and the human’s target position τ and τh, re-
spectively. Therefore, we argue that the interaction between
the human and robot can be specified by the relationship
between τ and τh. For example, τ = τh corresponds to
assistance where the robot uses the human’s virtual target,
and τ = τr where the robot follows its original target τr .
Furthermore, τ = 2τr − τh corresponds to “antagonism”
where the robot imposes its own target by eliminating
the human’s target from the system. These examples can
be viewed as special cases of interaction defined along a
continuous spectrum of behaviours realized by assimilating
the human’s target.
To induce a general interaction behaviour, the robot’s
target position is designed based on the estimated human’s
target, as
τ = λ τr + (1− λ) τ̂h (20)
where the weight λ ≥ 0 determines the agonistic or
antagonistic behaviour of the robot (Fig.1). In particular,
λ = 0 is assistive behaviour where the robot mirrors
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assistance cooperation coactivity competition
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a competitive scenario where the IAR competes against the
human user to avoid an obstacle during teleoperation. Two
experiments were carried out to showcase these scenarios on
a robotic interface (Section VI).
The major differences between the IAR and interaction
control frameworks in the literature are threefold. First, the
robot’s behaviour is adapted by updating its reference position,
which is more practical for implementation than changing the
cost function [12] on off-the-shelf robots employing position-
control; second, the IAR provides a continuous spectrum of
shared roles from cooperation to competition, which is richer
than other schemes [6], [19], [20] and impedance adaptation
methods [8], [21]; third, it does not require an accurate
estimate of the partner’s control [11], which is difficult to
identify if the human user’s movement is not “rich enough”
to identify the system’s parameters well [7].
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We consider a physical human-robot interaction task where
a robot and a human manipulate a rigid object. The common
object manipulation has dynamics
Moẍ + Co(ẋ)ẋ + Go = f + uh (1)
where x(t) 2 R6 is the position or orientation of the object in
a coordinate system with the centre of mass as its origin. f(t)
and uh(t) are force or torque applied on the object by a robot
and a human, respectively. Mo 2 R6⇥6 is the mass/inertia
matrix, C(ẋ)ẋ 2 R6 denotes the Coriolis and Centrifugal force


















where mo is the object’s mass and Io its moment of inertia
tensor. 13 stands for the 3⇥3 unit matrix and 03⇥1 for
3⇥1 zero matrix. In the rest of the paper, “position” stands
for “position/orientation” and “force” for “force/torque” to
simplify the description.
The dynamics of the robot are given by
Mr(x)ẍ + Cr(x, ẋ)ẋ + Gr(x) = u   f (3)
where Mr(x), Cr(x, ẋ) and Gr(x) are the robot’s inertia,
Coriolis and centrifugal, and gravitational matrices, respec-
tively. u(t) is the robot’s control command. We choose that
the robot’s position x(t) is the same as the object’s position in
Eq. (1). This can be ensured using a kinematic transformation
from the robot’s operational space to the object’s center of
mass.
From Eqs. (1) and (3), we obtain the combined dynamics
of object and robot as
M(x)ẍ + C(x, ẋ)ẋ + G(x) = u + uh , (4)
M(x) ⌘ Mo + Mr(x) , G(x) ⌘ Go + Gr(x) ,
C(x, ẋ) ⌘ Co(ẋ) + Cr(x, ẋ) .
We note that the inertia matrix M is symmetric and positive
definite and 2C   Ṁ is a skew-symmetric matrix if C is in
the Christoffel form, i.e. ⇢T (2C Ṁ)⇢ = 0, 8⇢ 2 R6 [22].
We use a robot controller with gravity compensation and
linear feedback:
u = G(x)   L1(x   ⌧)   L2ẋ (5)
where ⌧ is the robot’s target position, L1 and L2 are the gains
corresponding to position error and velocity, which can be
interpreted as stiffness and viscosity matrices [23]. The gravity
matrix G(x) can be identified (beforehand) using adaptive
control [24].
Furthermore, we assume that the human has a controller
with the same structure as the robot’s controller (without
gravity compensation), i.e.
uh =  Lh,1(x   ⌧h)   Lh,2ẋ (6)
where Lh,1 and Lh,2 are the human control gains and ⌧h is
the human’s target position.
By substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4), we obtain the
closed-loop system dynamics
Mẍ+(C +L2 +Lh,2)ẋ+(L1 +Lh,1)x = L1⌧ +Lh,1⌧h (7)
where the arguments of M , C and G are omitted for con-
venience of analysis. As the inertia matrix and the human’s
controller gains Lh,1 and Lh,2 are assumed to be positive
definite, the closed-loop system Eq. (7) is stable if L1 and
L2 are chosen such that C + L2 + Lh,2 and L1 + Lh,1 are
positive definite [25].
III. ASSIMILATION OF THE HUMAN PARTNER’S INTENTION
We see in Eq. (7) that the actual position x is determined by
the robot and human target positions ⌧ and ⌧h. Therefore, we
argue that the interaction between the human and robot can be
specified by the relationship between ⌧ and ⌧h. For example,
⌧ = ⌧h corresponds to “assistance” and ⌧ = 2⌧r   ⌧h to
“antagonism” where the robot eliminates the human’s target
from the system and imposes its own original target ⌧r. These
are special cases of interaction defined along a continuous
spectrum of behaviours. In this section, we will elaborate how
this can be realized by developing an adaptation scheme and
assimilating the partner’s intention.
A. Adaptation scheme
From the robot’s point of view, to induce a general interac-
tion behaviour, its target position can be designed as
⌧ =  ⌧r + (1    )⌧h (8)
where the weight     0 determines the agonistic or antagonis-
tic behaviour of the robot. The robot’s behaviour is described
by a continuous spectrum of negotiating behaviours as sum-
marized in Fig.1. In particular,   = 0 is a purely assistive
behaviour where the robot mirrors the human’s control inputs.
0 <   < 1 indicates that the robot considers both the human’s
and its own target and thus induces cooperative behaviour.
When   = 1, the robot displays neutral behaviour by following
its own reference ⌧r whilst ignoring the haptic force arising
from the human’s control input. Lastly,   > 1 is antagonistic
behaviour where the robot opposes the human control inputs.
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where m is the object’s mass and Io its moment of inertia
tensor. 13 stands for the 3⇥3 unit matrix and 03⇥1 for
3⇥1 zero matrix. In the rest of the paper, “position” stands
for “position/orientatio ” and “force” for “force/torque” to
simplify the description.
The dynamics of the robot are given by
Mr(x)ẍ + Cr(x, ẋ)ẋ + Gr(x) = u   f (3)
where Mr(x), Cr(x, ẋ) a d Gr(x) are the robot’s inertia,
C riolis and centrifugal, and gravitational matrices, respec-
tively. u(t) is the robot’s control command. We choose that
the robot’s position x(t) is the same as the obje t’s position in
Eq. (1). Thi can be ensured using a kinematic transformation
from the rob t’s operational space to the object’s center of
mass.
From Eqs. (1) and (3), we obtain the combined dynamics
of object and robot as
M(x)ẍ + C(x, ẋ)ẋ + G(x) = u + uh , (4)
M(x) ⌘ Mo + Mr(x) , G(x) ⌘ Go + Gr(x) ,
C(x, ẋ) ⌘ Co(ẋ) + Cr(x, ẋ) .
We note that the inertia matrix M is symmetric and positive
definite and 2C   Ṁ is a skew-symmetric matrix if C is in
the Christoffel form, i.e. ⇢T (2C Ṁ)⇢ = 0, 8⇢ 2 R6 [22].
We use a robot controller with gravity compensation and
linear feedback:
u = G(x)   L1(x   ⌧)   L2ẋ (5)
where ⌧ is the robot’s target position, L1 and L2 are the gains
corresponding to position error and velocity, which can be
interpreted as stiffness and viscosity matrices [23]. The gravity
matrix G(x) can be identified (beforehand) using adaptive
control [24].
Furthermore, we assume that the human has a controller
with the same structure as the robot’s controller (without
gravity compensation), i.e.
uh =  Lh,1(x   ⌧h)   Lh,2ẋ (6)
where Lh,1 and Lh,2 are the human control gains and ⌧h is
the human’s target position.
By substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4), we obtain the
closed-loop system dynamics
Mẍ+(C +L2 +Lh,2)ẋ+(L1 +Lh,1)x = L1⌧ +Lh,1⌧h (7)
where the arguments of M , C and G are omitted for con-
venience of analysis. As the inertia matrix and the human’s
controller gains Lh,1 and Lh,2 are assumed to be positive
definite, the closed-loop system Eq. (7) is stable if L1 and
L2 are chosen such that C + L2 + Lh,2 and L1 + Lh,1 are
positive definite [25].
III. ASSIMILATION OF THE HUMAN PARTNER’S INTENTION
We see in Eq. (7) that the actual position x is determined by
the robot and human target positions ⌧ and ⌧h. Therefore, we
argue that the interaction between the human and robot can be
specified by the relationship between ⌧ and ⌧h. For example,
⌧ = ⌧h corresponds to “assistance” and ⌧ = 2⌧r   ⌧h to
“antagonism” where the robot eliminates the human’s target
from the system and imposes its own original target ⌧r. These
are special cases of interaction defined along a continuous
spectrum of behaviours. In this section, we will elaborate how
this can be realized by developing an adaptation scheme and
assimilating t e partner’s intention.
A. Adaptation scheme
From the robot’s point of view, to induce a general interac-
tion behaviour, its target position can be designed as
⌧ =  ⌧r + (1    )⌧h (8)
wh re the weight     0 determines the ago istic or antagonis-
tic behaviour of the robot. The r bot’s behaviour is described
by a continu spectrum f negotiating behaviours as sum-
marized in F g.1. In p rticul r,   = 0 is a purely assistive
behaviour where the robot mirrors the human’s control inputs.
0 <   < 1 indicates tha the robot considers both the human’s
and its wn target and thus induces cooperative behaviour.
When   = 1, the robot displays neutral behaviour by following
its own reference ⌧r whilst ignoring the haptic force arising
fr m the huma ’s control input. Lastly,   > 1 is antagonistic
behaviour where the robot opposes the human control inputs.
2
a competitive scenario where the IAR competes against the
human user to avoid an obstacle during teleoperation. Two
experiments were carried out to showcase these scenarios on
a robotic interface (Section VI).
The major differences between the IAR and interaction
control frameworks in the literature are threefold. First, the
robot’s behaviour is adapted by updating its reference position,
which is more practical for implementation than changing the
cost function [12] on off-the-shelf robots employing position-
control; second, the IAR provides a continuous spectrum of
shared roles from cooperation to competition, which is richer
than other schemes [6], [19], [20] and impedance adaptation
methods [8], [21]; third, it does not require an accurate
estimate of the partner’s control [11], which is difficult to
identify if the human user’s movement is not “rich enough”
to identify the system’s parameters well [7].
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We consider a physical human-robot interaction task where
a robot and a human manipulate a rigid object. The common
object manipulation has dynamics
Moẍ + Co(ẋ)ẋ + Go = f + uh (1)
where x(t) 2 R6 is the position or orientation of the object in
a coordinate system with the centre of mass as its origin. f(t)
and uh(t) are force or torque applied on the object by a robot
and a hu an, respectively. Mo 2 R6⇥6 is the mass/inertia
matrix, C(ẋ)ẋ 2 R6 denotes the Coriolis and Centrifugal force


















where m is the object’s mass and Io its m ent of inertia
tensor. 13 stands f r the 3⇥3 nit matrix and 03⇥1 for
3⇥1 zero matrix. In the rest of the paper, “position” stands
for “p sition/ori ntation” and “force” for “force/torque” to
si plify the desc ipti n.
The dyn mics of the r bot are given by
Mr(x)ẍ + Cr(x, ẋ)ẋ + Gr(x) = u   f (3)
where M (x), Cr(x, ẋ) and Gr(x) are the robot’s inertia,
Coriolis and centrifugal, and gravitational matrices, respec-
tively. u(t) is the robot’s co tr l command. W choose that
the robo ’s positi n x(t) is he same as the object’s position in
Eq. (1). This can be ensured using a kinematic transformation
from th robot’s op rational space to he bject’s center of
mass.
Fr m Eqs. (1) and (3), we obtain the combined dynamics
of object and robot as
M(x)ẍ + C(x, ẋ)ẋ + G(x) = u + uh , (4)
M(x) ⌘ Mo + Mr(x) , G(x) ⌘ Go + Gr(x) ,
C(x, ẋ) ⌘ Co(ẋ) + Cr(x, ẋ) .
W note that t e nertia matrix M is symm tric and positive
definite and 2C Ṁ is a skew-symm t ic matrix if C is i
t e C ristoffel form, i.e. ⇢T (2C Ṁ)⇢ = 0, 8⇢ 2 R6 [22].
We use a robot controller with gravity compensation and
linear feedback:
u = G(x)   L1(x   ⌧)   L2ẋ (5)
where ⌧ is the robot’s target position, L1 and L2 are the gains
corresponding to position error and velocity, which can be
interpreted as stiffness and viscosity matrices [23]. The gravity
matrix G(x) can be identified (beforehand) using adaptive
control [24].
Furthermore, we assume that the human has a controller
with the same structure as the robot’s controller (without
gravity compensation), i.e.
uh =  Lh,1(x   ⌧h)   Lh,2ẋ (6)
where Lh,1 and Lh,2 are the human control gains and ⌧h is
the human’s target position.
By substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4), we obtain the
closed-loop system dynamics
Mẍ+( +L2 +Lh,2)ẋ+(L1 +Lh,1)x = L1⌧ +Lh,1⌧h (7)
where the arguments of M , C and G are omitted for con-
venience of analysis. As the inertia matrix and the human’s
controller gains Lh,1 and Lh,2 are assumed to be positive
definite, the closed-loop system Eq. (7) is stable if L1 and
L2 are chosen such that C + L2 + Lh,2 and L1 + Lh,1 are
positive definite [25].
III. ASSIMILATION OF THE HUMAN PARTNER’S INTENTION
We see in Eq. (7) that the actual position x is determined by
the robot and human target positions ⌧ and ⌧h. Therefore, we
argue that the interaction between the human and robot can be
specified by the relationship between ⌧ and ⌧h. For example,
⌧ = ⌧h corresponds to “assistance” and ⌧ = 2⌧r   ⌧h to
“antagonism” where the robot eliminates th human’s target
fr m t e system and impos s its own original target ⌧r. These
are s ecial cases of interaction defined along continuous
spectrum of behaviours. In this section, w will elaborate how
this can be realized by developing a adaptatio scheme and
assimilating the partner’s intention.
A. Adaptation scheme
From the robot’s point of view, to induce a general interac-
tion behaviour, its target position can be designed as
⌧ =  ⌧r + (1    )⌧h (8)
where the weight     0 determines the agonistic or antagonis-
tic behaviour of the robot. The robot’s behaviour is described
by a continuous spectrum f negot a ng behavi ur as sum-
mariz d in Fig.1 In particular,   = 0 is a pu ely assistive
behaviour where the robo mirrors the human’s control inputs.
0 <   < 1 indicates that the robot consid rs both he human’s
and its own target and thus induces operative behaviour.
When   = 1, the robot display n utral behavio r by following
its wn referenc ⌧r whilst ign ri g he haptic f rce arising
fro the human’s control input. Lastly,   > 1 is a tagonistic
behaviour where the robot opposes the human control inputs.
Fig. 1: Continuum of roles defined by the IAC. The weight
λ ≥ 0 determines the agonistic or antagonistic behavio r of
the robot as described i S ction 3.2.
the human’s control inputs. The robot is cooperative with
0 < λ < 1 as the IAC considers both the human’s and
its own target. When λ = 1, the robot displays neutral
behaviour by following its own reference τr while ignoring
the interaction force arising from the human’s control input.
Lastly, λ > 1 is antagonistic behaviour where the robot
opposes the human’s control inputs. While the selection
of λ value is task-dependent, we will show how it affects
the robot behaviour in simulations and in experiments with
human participants.
This approach is related to the concept of homotopy
switching between the leader and follower roles [33], but
involves a broader spectrum including various levels of
opposition, where the human’s control inputs are opposed
to counteract their effect on the system. Another key dif-
ference is that the IAC uses the human’s target position,
so it can predict the human’s near future behavior, while
the homotopy switching in [33] uses the human’s current
position. These aspects will be illustrated in the simulation
and experimental results. Our target-based description of
human-robot interaction is also related to the roles taxon-
omy of [39] which defines an interaction behavior based on
weights in each agent’s cost function, but our scheme can be
directly implemented on position-controlled robots.
4 STABILITY ANALYSIS
Will the virtual target estimation and its use in the robot’s
controller destabilize the human-robot system? To address
this question we analyse the transient performance of the
human-robot system and its closed-loop stability.
From the second equation in the system observer







The robot controller of Eq. (8) then becomes

























Substit ting this robot controller into Eq. (6), we obtain
Mẍ+
[






















where (̃·) = (̂·) − (·). By defining λ̄ = L1Lvh,1 (1 − λ) and
substituting the human’s controller of Eq. (9) into the above
equation, we obtain
Mẍ+ [C + L2 − λ̄Lvh,2 + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,2] ẋ (24)
+ [λL1 + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,1]x
= λL1τr + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,1 τh + λ̄ũh
With the above equation, we can analyze the effects of τr
and τh on the system dynamics. Considering the steady-
state position
xss ≡
λL1τr + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,1 τh
λL1 + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,1
(25)
defined by ẋ = ẍ ≡ 0 yields
Mẍ+ [C + L2 − λ̄Lvh,2 + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,2] ẋ
+ [λL1 + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,1](x− xss) = λ̄ ũh . (26)
By defining
L̄1 ≡ λL1 + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,1 ,
L̄2 ≡ L2 − λ̄Lvh,2 + (λ̄+ 1)Lh,2 , (27)
we rewrite Eq. (26) as
Mẍ+ (C + L̄2) ẋ+ L̄1(x− xss) = λ̄ ũh . (28)
which indicates that the position error x − xss would
disappear if the estimation error of the human force is
ũh = 0. Therefore, we need to check how ũh evolves with
the developed observer.
According to the system dynamics in state-space form in
Eq. (19) and its observer in Eq. (16), we have
˙̃ϕ = (A−KH) ϕ̃ + ε , ε ≡ −ν −Kµ . (29)
By defining ξ ≡ [x−xss, ẋ, ϕ̃T ]T and combining Eqs. (28)
and (29), we obtain

























Eq. (30) is the combined system including the system dy-
namics and the observer, which can be used to analyze the
system’s transient performance. Solving Eq. (30) yields
ξ = eĀtξ(0) +
∫ t
0
eĀ(t−τ)B̄ ε(s) ds (31)
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with the expected value
E[ξ] = eĀtE[ξ(0)] +
∫ t
0
eĀ(t−τ)B̄ E[ε(s)] ds (32)
To study the stability of the combined system in Eq. (30),
we can compute the eigenvalues of Ā, which are the solu-
tions y of the characteristic equation
[yI − (A−KH)][My2 + (C + L̄2)y + L̄1] = 0 . (33)
We note that the eigenvalues y are determined from the
dynamics in Eq. (28) and the estimation error dynamics in
Eq. (29), but not from their coupling term M−1λ̄H̄ , which
thus does not affect the system stability. Therefore, the
stability of Ā is ensured if the following two systems are
stable:
Mẍ+ (C + L̄2) ẋ+ L̄1(x− xss) = 0 (34)
˙̃ϕ = (A−KH)ϕ̃ (35)
In the following, we test the stability of the above two
systems respectively using Lyapunov theory.
We first prove the stability of the first system by consid-















+ L̄1(x− xss)ẋ . (37)
Using Eqs. (7) and (34) we obtain
V̇1 = ẋ(Cẋ+Mẍ) + L̄1(x−xss)ẋ = −L̄2 ẋ2 ≤ 0 (38)
indicating that the system in Eq. (34) is stable when L̄2 > 0.
We then prove the stability of Eq. (35) by considering the
Lyapunov function candidate
V2 = ϕ̃
TPv ϕ̃ , Pv ≡ P−1 . (39)
From the Riccati equation in Eq. (18) we get
PvA+A
TPv −HTR−1H + PvQPv = −Ṗv . (40)
The time derivative of V2 is
V̇2 = ϕ̃
T Ṗvϕ̃ + 2 ϕ̃
TPv ˙̃ϕ . (41)
According to the definition of K in Eqs. (17) and (35), we
have
˙̃ϕ = (A− PHTR−1H) ϕ̃ . (42)
It follows
2 ϕ̃TPv ˙̃ϕ = ϕ̃
T (PvA+A
TPv − 2HTR−1H)ϕ̃ . (43)
With Eqs. (40) and (43), we then obtain
V̇2 = −(Pvϕ̃)TQPvϕ̃− (Hϕ̃)TR−1Hϕ̃ ≤ 0 (44)
which indicates that the system in Eq. (35) is stable. There-
fore the estimation error of observable states [x̃, ˙̃x, ũh] is
asymptotically stable (except θ̃ corresponding to an eigen-
value of Ā at 0).
Therefore, the eigenvalues of Ā are all negative, except 0
corresponding to the unobservable state θ. Correspondingly,
the first term in Eq. (32) vanishes for t→∞, except E[θ̃(0)]
which is bounded. In the second term, E[ε(s)] = 0 because
E[ν] = E[µ] = 0. Therefore, according to the definition
of the state ξ = [x − xss, ẋ, ϕ̃T ]T with ϕ̃ = [x̃, ˙̃x, θ̃T , ũh]T ,
we have E[ẋ] → 0, E[x − xss] → 0, E[x̃] → 0, E[ ˙̃x] → 0,
E[ũh]→ 0 for t→∞.
Remark 1. The condition L̄1 > 0, L̄2 > 0 can be satisfied by
choosing L1, L2, Lvh,1, L
v
h,2 according to the definitions
of L̄1, L̄2 in Eq. (27). As an example, we explain here how
this can be done in the case when L1 ≡ Lvh,1, L2 ≡ Lvh,2
and thus
L̄1 ≡ λL1 + (2− λ)Lh,1 , (45)
L̄2 ≡ λL2 + (2− λ)Lh,2 ,
Here, L̄1 > 0 and L̄2 > 0 are valid for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 2. For
assistance, λ = 0 leads to xss = τ̂h as in Eq. (25). For
a special case of competition, λ= 2 leads to xss = τr . If
λ > 2 competition may cause system instability as may
be expected. In this case, we can effectively set the robot’s
gains to be greater than the human’s, i.e. L1 > Lh1
and L2 > Lh2 to maintain stability (assuming that the
human has bounded control gains).
5 SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
We carried out simulations and experiments with four
human participants (33±1 years old, all male and with
prior experience using haptic interfaces) in order to test
the properties of the IAC, illustrate two applications and
compare its performance with other interaction schemes.
The participants were asked to trace a circular path at a
constant velocity.
5.1 Methods
To demonstrate the algorithm’s ability to generate coopera-
tive and competitive behaviours, we first simulated scenar-
ios of human-robot interaction where the robot adapts its
behaviour to a simulated human partner with fixed param-
eters. In the simulations, the mass of each agent was set to
1 kg such that the simulated system’s state, composed of the
position x and velocity ẋ, evolved according to ẍ = u+ uh,
which was discretized with a step-size of dt≡ 0.01 s. The












where only the force measurement is observed as the states
x and ẋ are assumed to be known. Eq. (11) is used to
compute the control command to move the robot while its
reference trajectory is given by Eq. (20) using the estimated
virtual target from Eq. (12) with a zeroth order internal
model. The human control gains are set as Lh ≡ [30 N/m,
8 Ns/m] for all subsequent simulations (units are dropped
henceforth).
Then, we implemented the IAC on the KINARM (from
BKIN Technologies). The participant held onto the handle of
this planar robotic interface. The KINARM can measure the
forces applied by the participant using a six-axis ATI Mini45
force sensor mounted above the handle of the interface. The
position of the participant’s hand was displayed as a white
cursor on a monitor which was viewed from a film mirror
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Fig. 2: Simulation of the effect of various control gains
assumed for the human. The human’s target is estimated
using two different values of L, where the estimated gain
is either smaller (dotted blue trace) or greater (dotted red
trace) than the actual gain Lh.
placed above the KINARM’s workspace (Figure 5). In the













5.2 Robustness of the estimation of the human’s vir-
tual target
To demonstrate the ability to estimate the human’s virtual
target, we simulate a human that reaches a static target
τh≡ 0.3 m in an LQR-like manner while the robot’s control
input u is 0. Figure 2 shows the simulation where the robot
estimates the human’s target using incorrect gains. When
the robot’s gain is smaller than the simulated human’s e.g.,
L ≡ [22, 7], the estimated simulated human’s target is over-
shot. If the robot assumes a larger gain than the simulated
human’s, L ≡ [52, 10], the target is first undershot by its
estimation, which then again converges to it. It should be
noted that the estimated target τ̂h, though initially incorrect,
converges to τh, which can be only achieved when either
λ= 0 or u = 0.
5.3 Implementation of different interaction strategies
Here, we examine in simulation how the IAC can imple-
ment different interactive behaviours. We use λ= {0,1,2}
to illustrate how the robot is cooperating with, ignoring
or competing against the simulated human, respectively.
The simulated human with the target τh has λh = 1. The
IAC’s original target is τr . The cooperative IAC with λ= 0
discards its own target τr to help the simulated human reach
their target (green trace of Figure 3). More generally, when
λ < 1 and the IAC has a different target as the simulated
human, the IAC will negotiate a compromise between the
two targets. In the case of coactivity, when the IAC ignores
the simulated human partner using λ= 1, the position at
which the system will stabilize will depend on their relative
strengths. The stronger IAC biases the position towards τr
(black trace of Figure 3). The competitive IAC with λ= 2
eliminates the simulated human’s effect on the dynamics of
the system and the system position eventually converges to
the IAC’s target τr (red trace of Figure 3).










Fig. 3: Simulation showing the different interaction strate-
gies available to the IAC. The simulated human and the
robot have different targets at τh = 0.3m and τr = -0.3m. A
constant λh = 1 is used to best illustrate the robot’s be-
haviour for different values of λ. λ=1 corresponds to coac-
tivity, where the simulated human and robot both attempt
to reach their reference target whilst ignoring the partner
(black trace). With λ= 0 the robot cooperates by attempting
to reach the simulated human’s target, effectively mirroring
their control input (green trace). With λ= 2 the robot com-
petes with the simulated human to impose and reach its
own target.
5.4 Cooperative IAC’s ability to assist performance
The behaviour of a cooperative IAC is investigated in this
section, first in simulation then in an experiment. In the
simulation, the interaction between a simulated human with
λh = 1 and an IAC with λ=0 is compared to a standard
leader-follower paradigm [27], [28], [32], wherein the robot
tries to follow and stay at the simulated human’s position,
and to the simulated human reaching its target τh = 0.3 with-
out assistance (Figure 4). In the leader-follower paradigm, if
the robot follows a simulated human and their positions
are the same, its control input is u = −L2 ẋ, acting like a
brake, causing the simulated human to exert the most effort.
The IAC with λ= 0 assists the simulated human such that
the human’s control inputs are mirrored, helping them to
reach the target faster than without interaction and with less
effort.
In the experiment, we asked four participants to trace a
circular path of radius 0.15 m with a constant velocity for
6 seconds (Figure 5A). A representative trial is shown in
Figure 5B. Five different assistants were tested in blocks
of 5 trials: compliant IAC (L(c)h ≡ [25,6]), medium IAC
(L(m)h ≡ [100,10]), stiff IAC (L
(s)
h ≡ [400,24]), the homotopy
framework of [33], and no assistance. The compliant gains
were the lowest possible gains that kept the estimated
human’s target within the workspace of the robot. The stiff
gains were bounded for the safety of the human participant.
The medium gain was set in between these two.
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The homotopy framework exerts a force corresponding
to the weighted sum of the robot’s control input u and the
human’s input uh
u = λu + (1− λ)uh , 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 . (48)
The three IACs were cooperative with λ= 0.
The group mean tangential velocity ||v|| (Figure 5C)
and the group mean tangential force ||F || (Figure 5D) were
calculated for each type of assistance. While ||v|| was com-
parable for all conditions, ||F || was significantly lower with
the cooperative IACs and with the homotopy framework
with respect to no assistance. Thus, in terms of coopera-
tive behavior, the IAC performs similarly to the homotopy
framework.



















Fig. 4: Simulation comparing the IAC with other cooperative
strategies. The simulated human’s effort decreases when
λ= 0 in comparison to a passive follower or a simulated
human doing the task alone.
5.5 Competing IAC for robust collision avoidance
When should a robot display a competitive behaviour with
the human? In teleoperation, there may be instances where
the human operator does not see an obstacle and may
collide with it e.g., in robot-assisted surgery. If the robot has
the ability to sense obstacles, it could compete to prevent
the human operator from a collision. This scenario is sim-
ulated with an IAC that assumes that either the simulated
human’s control gains are greater (‖Lvh‖ > ‖Lh‖) or less
(‖Lvh‖ < ‖Lh‖) than they actually are (Figure 6). A discrep-
ancy between τh and τvh occurs in both cases, but flexible














































Fig. 5: Experiment comparing assistance with the IAC and
with the homotopy framework to carry out circular move-
ments at constant speed. (A) Schematic of the task. Each
assistance modality was tested in a block of 5 trials, each
lasting 6 seconds. (B) Representative cursor trajectory from
a trial with the compliant cooperative IAC. (C) Group mean
tangential velocity ||v|| (error bars signify one standard
error) was comparable for the compliant IAC L(c)h , medium
IAC L(m)h or stiff IAC L
(s)
h (all in black), the homotopy
framework (blue), and no assistance (red). (D) The group
mean tangential force ||F ||was high without assistance, and
comparable for all IACs and the homotopy framework.
IAC’s collision avoidance capability is compared against the
homotopy framework [33].
The simulated human’s target τh (thin black trace in
Figure 6) is triangular, and breeches the wall when 0.5<
t < 1.5 s. When the IAC’s estimate of the simulated human
target τ̂h (dashed and dotted black traces) is far from the
wall, it foresees no collision and so assists the simulated
human with λ= 0. As the IAC’s estimate of the simulated
human’s target approaches the wall, it foresees a collision
and gradually increases λ to compete against the simulated
human using
λ = 40x− 0.01 , 0 ≤ λ ≤ 2. (49)
In full opposition mode at λ = 2, the IAC’s reference
is set to τ = x, thus holding its current position. Note
that when the IAC detects the estimated simulated human
target going beyond the wall, the position x (thick black
trace) is still far from the wall. However, the IAC’s infinite
horizon prediction of the future state of x foresees that it will
collide with the wall, and thus competes with the human’s
control inputs. In comparison, the homotopy framework
fails to prevent the human from hitting the wall, as it does
not predict the simulated human’s target. It also creates a
“stiction” force that prevents the human from moving away
from the wall. This is not a problem for the IAC as it detects
the estimated simulated human’s target moving away from
the wall, updating λ= 0 to assist the simulated human in
moving away. Note how in this example the transition from
cooperative to competitive behaviour is gradual, yielding
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a smooth interaction not offered in previous competition
schemes using a virtual fixture such as [30].



















Fig. 6: Simulation of obstacle avoidance with the IAC. When
the simulated human’s target is far from the wall, she is
assisted by the IAC, which increasingly competes as her
target approaches the wall. While the estimated simulated
human’s target depends on whether her assumed control
gains are greater (solid magenta) or smaller (dotted ma-
genta) than they are, the IAC predicts her trajectory to avoid
a collision in all cases and assists her movement when no
collisions are imminent. Note how the IAC exhibits similar
collision avoidance behavior even with an over- or under-
estimation of the simulated human’s target position. The
homotopy framework fails in preventing the collision, and
causes stiction when the simulated human attempts to move
away from the wall.
We tested this IAC’s ability to prevent a collision in an
experiment. The four participants were instructed to trace a
circle at constant velocity. Unknown and invisible to them
was a wall positioned at y = 0.3 m (Figure 7A). The IAC was
defined to help the participants avoid the collision with the
wall by updating its target to
τ = λx + (1− λ) τ̂h (50)
The IAC assumed three values for the human’s control gains
(compliant L(c)h ≡ [25,6], medium L
(m)
h ≡ [100,10] and stiff
L
(s)
h ≡ [400,24]) when estimating the human’s target τvh . The
homotopy framework
ux = λxux + (1− λxuhx) (51)
























Fig. 7: Experiment demonstrating how the IAC simultane-
ously assists in free motion and prevents the participant
from colliding into a wall (see the supplementary video)
while collision and stiction occur with the homotopy frame-
work. (A) Schematic of the tracing task with an invisible
wall. (B) Sample trials from a representative participant in-
teracting with the homotopy framework and the compliant
(L(c)h ), the medium (L
(m)
h ) and the stiff IAC (L
(s)
h ). Black
and blue are the cursor trajectories while magenta is the
estimated virtual target trajectory τ̂h, which is further away
from the cursor when the human gain is smaller. All IACs
prevented a collision, but the homotopy framework did not.
(C) y, λ and Fy from the same representative trials. λ oscil-
lated with a stiff IAC as the virtual target oscillated around
the wall. The homotopy framework exerted a stiction force
that impeded the movement away from the wall.
was implemented alongside the three IACs, where λx and
λy was updated according to
λx = 0 (52)
λy = 40y − 10, 0 ≤ λy ≤ 2
The participants traced the circle for 4 blocks, each with
5 trials to test out the different IACs and the homotopy
framework.
The virtual target was further away from the cursor’s
trajectory and penetrated deeper into the wall when the
human’s control gains were smaller (Figure 7B). The ho-
motopy framework could not prevent the participant from
colliding into the wall, and it also exerted a stiction force
that impeded the participant from moving away from it
(Figure 7C). λy oscillated with the stiff IAC as the virtual
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target, which was close to the cursor’s trajectory, moved in
and out of the wall.
6 DISCUSSION
This paper has introduced an Intention Assimilation Con-
troller (IAC) to shape the physical interaction between a
contact robot and a human. The IAC lets the robot estimate
the human’s motion plan, and considers it to control the
common movement according to task’s requirements and
a desired interaction strategy. In experiments, we showed
that the IAC can assist the human’s movement, reducing the
effort they exerted in the tracing task, to a level comparable
to the homotopy framework [33]. However, the homotopy
framework failed to prevent the human from colliding into
a virtual wall, in contrast with the IAC, which stopped the
collision. The assistance was similar between the IAC and
the homotopy framework because both controllers exert
the measured human’s force under full assistance mode.
However, the IAC can oppose the human’s force while the
homotopy framework cannot, which is why the latter is not
suitable for collision avoidance.
Different from the existing methods [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26], the IAC’s efficiency does not rely on an accurate esti-
mate of the human’s control, which can hardly be identified
on simple trajectories [10], [38] or require assumptions about
the human model or their movement. Instead, the IAC
assumes a priori control gains for the human, and uses them
to identify the human’s putative motion target. This “virtual
target” can then be combined with the task’s goal, in a con-
tinuum of desired interaction strategies, from collaboration
to independent co-activity and antagonistic competition.
While previous works have developed pragmatic
human-robot interaction strategies e.g. [13], [15], [23], [50],
we decided to develop the IAC using a strict control scheme.
This enabled us to show that the IAC induces a stable
interaction, independently on the assumed control gains
for the human, thus demonstrating the safety and validity
of this approach. The simulations and experiments of this
paper illustrated the versatility of the IAC framework, that
can be used to implement various tasks, including reaching
(Figures 3, 4), tracing/tracking (Figures 5, 7), and obstacle
avoidance (Figures 6, 7). As the IAC relies on the prediction
of the human’s target trajectory (not merely on their current
state as in [33]) to determine its behaviour, it can provide
motion guidance with less force, and safer obstacle avoid-
ance than previous approaches, as was demonstrated in the
simulation and experiment results.
Using the IAC the designer can tailor the assumed
control gains depending on the specific application. An
IAC with small control gains yields a soft interaction and
is conservative in operation as it foresees collisions. An
IAC with large control gains should be used in enclosed
spaces like in robot-assisted surgery where the IAC can
assist the surgeon to pass through small openings but avoid
hitting the sides. In this case, a near future prediction of the
intended motion is more useful in discriminating plausible
collisions. The control gains might also be identified using
task performance based reinforcement learning to identify
optimal control gains for a specific task.
The IAC provides a continuum of interaction strate-
gies from assistance to competition not available in previ-
ous schemes. While earlier literature focused on a leader-
follower paradigm [27], [28], [32], other interaction behav-
iors were also investigated in the literature [7], [33], [37],
[42], [43]. A standard leader-follower paradigm failed to
assist the human and cannot impose antagonistic behavior
for collision avoidance. Antagonistic behaviors have been
provided previously as e.g. virtual fixtures [30], but these
schemes do not possess a mechanism to continuously adapt
the robot’s interaction behavior. The homotopy framework
[33] can assist the human, but as it modifies the human-
robot interaction by using the human’s force, it could not
prevent an imminent collision. Additionally, the simulation
and experiment of Figures 5, 7 showed that the homotopy
framework has the unintended consequence of antagonising
the human when they move away from the wall. In contrast,
the IAC estimates the human’s motion intention in the near
future, understanding whether the human will collide into
a wall or if s/he is attempting to move away from it. This
distinction is critical to employing antagonistic or assistive
behavior at the right moment. Such decision-making re-
quires the human’s motion intention and knowledge of the
surroundings.
The IAC’s ability to estimate the human’s intention to
modify the human-robot interaction can be critical to appli-
cations in physical rehabilitation, robot-assisted surgery and
shared driving. Using information about the environment,
the IAC can estimate the human’s intended motion and tune
the physical interaction correspondingly, smoothly transi-
tioning from assistive to antagonistic behavior, e.g. when the
driver is turning a corner too aggressively in shared driving.
However, it is unclear what level of assistive or antagonistic
behavior is acceptable during operation, and how a human
may react to the robot’s intervention. User experience stud-
ies should be conducted to find the acceptable level, which
may be task dependent.
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